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BECOME SELF EMPLOYED WITH A CAREER THAT OFFERS FLEXIBILITY AND CHANGE IN LIFESTYLE
Publication date: March 2022
(c) PVET Pty Limited. All rights reserved.
No parts of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means – graphic, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying without the
permission of the owner and publisher.

FROM THE DIRECTOR
My story In 1989, despite having a background in electronics and real estate, I started my own driving school. I was hesitant at first about
becoming a driving instructor.
In my first week I made $28.00, but I was happy to have an income and be self-employed. My wife and I would do letterbox drops in the local
area and in just 6 weeks I was fully booked!
After 31 years of building the business I recruited more instructors and built a solid reputation within the area.

Do you want to start a new career? Ask yourself:
✓
✓
✓
✓

Are you looking for a flexible working hours?
Would you be passionate about teaching young people safe driving skills?
Do you want the independence of running your own business?
Are you looking for change and continuous work?

How much will you earn?
Earning potential depends on how many hours you are looking to work. Do you want to work full time or part time? Driving lessons average
from $60 - $80+ per hour depending on the area! Working as an instructor full-time you could potential earn over $2,000 per week.

What are the advantages?
✓ Driving instruction allows you to work your own hours.
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✓ You may choose to work full time or part time around family commitments or as a second income on weekends.
✓ Driving instructors who start their own business also have tax advantages of being self-employed (seek further advice from your
accountant).

If you have any questions, please contact me on 02 9418 8953.
Kind regards,
Peter M
Director, PVET Institute
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BUILD A NEW BUSINESS
Australian wages are growing slower than the rising cost of living.

The trend shows that the growth of wages has been declining since mid-2012 from an annual 3.8% to 1.9% (taken from an
article in The Guardian)

How many times have you thought,
One day I will run my own business.
Whether you’re looking for a career change, flexible work or a second income, driving instruction provides work
satisfaction.

CHOOSE THE DAYS AND HOURS YOU WANT TO WORK
This is an exciting career teaching young people safe driving skills.
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WHY CHOOSE PVET INSTITUTE?
Looking for a career change? Become self-employed and establish your own rewarding business teaching young drivers low risk
driving skills.
✓ Peters Driving and Training was established in 1989.
✓ In 2001 Peters Driving and Training became a Registered Training Organisation and started to operate under PVET Institute.
In the past 21 years our organisation has trained over 1,600 new driving instructors and provided ongoing support to the following:
✓ NRMA Driving Instructors
✓ NSW Fire Brigade
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✓ NSW Police Officers
We have also trained a number of established driving school’s new
driving instructors across NSW.
Our aim is that our students not only obtain their driving instructors
licence but that they become professional educators who train and
educate young drivers and provide skills for them to become low
risk drivers.
A large number of people who join this unique industry create their
own business while enjoying the flexibility of choosing their own
working hours and providing driving lessons and road safety to our
next generation.

FLEXIBLE TRAINING OPTIONS
PVET Institute provides flexible one-on-one training and can be conducted during the week, morning and afternoons or during the
evening and on the weekend. Training is available across all of NSW in a variety of ways to accommodate different client needs. The
location of training and assessment will be organised between the student and the trainer. Training can be organised locally in your
local area.

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
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All PVET Institute trainers are experienced driving instructors who have successfully established and are operating their own driving
schools. Each trainer holds the TAE40116 Certificate IV in Training and Assessment (equivalent or higher) as well as the current
TLI41221 Certificate IV in Transport and Logistics (Road Transport – Car Driving Instruction).
The majority of PVET Institute trainers have delivered training in their previous careers before joining this unique and rewarding
industry.

SUPPORTIVE TRAINING
PVET Institute understands that students may need a little extra support. If a student does not pass the final assessment on their
first attempt, then the second assessment will not incur a fee. Your qualified and professional trainer, as well as our student
support, will make studying simple and easy! Our aim is to provide support according to our student’s individual needs.
Following course completion students can receive ongoing support from their trainer. Students are able to contact their trainer or
Student Support for any questions or further info.
PVET Institute has a 95% student course completion rate, with many of our students starting their own business successfully, either
as a second income, or full time.

FACE TO FACE COMBINED WITH ONLINE TRAINING
TLI41221 Certificate IV in Transport & Logistics (Road Transport – Car Driving Instruction) is a nationally accredited course governed
by the Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) which requires highly practical face to face on road training.
The course covers the 20 logbook lesson plans which contain 147 elements of knowledge and skills for a learner driver to know in
order to obtain a provisional licence. Trainers with PVET Institute have vast experience in training new driving instructors to help
students become low risk drivers and reduce road accidents among young drivers.
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Each element of the lessons will be presented in the form of explanation, demonstration, practice and assessment which requires
face to face and practical training. The course provides you with a qualification that requires mostly face to face sessions and practical
learning.
Assignments can be provided online or in hardcopy to accommodate each student’s individual situation. PVET Institute provides
students with comprehensive and valuable literature, documents and resources to assist students during the course.

BECOME AN EDUCATOR
A fulfilling career as a driving instructor is similar to being a school teacher. One operates in a classroom environment, the other
within a car. The essential aspect is that they are both educators. The course is designed to develop professional driver trainers with
the skills and knowledge to teach learner drivers the necessary skills to become safe low risk drivers.
PVET Institute has trained over 1,600 driving instructor trainees since 2001 that have come from all different working backgrounds
such as teachers, paramedics, finance managers, PR Professionals, Top ATO managers and more!

DO YOU WANT TO ESTABLISH YOUR OWN BUSINESS AS A DRIVING SCHOOL?
Established in 1989, Peters Driving & Training has the knowledge and skill to guide you to create your own Driving School business.
Students looking to start their own driving school will receive an individual learning approach and additional tips and ideas on
establishing and building their own successful driving school.
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This includes:

Business establishment
Advertising
Website & schedule development contact
Building a client base

COURSE PRICING & DELIVERY OPTIONS
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PREVIOUS PRICING
$3,580

NEW PRICING
FACE TO FACE

$3,280

Saving $300
SMALL GROUP $2,980 each
Saving $300
LOCATION

PRICE (per student)

Sydney, NSW

$3,280

Group training

$2,980

Regional NSW

DELIVERY OPTION
FACE TO FACE

(24 HRS)

SUBJECT TO TRAINEES ENROLLED

For course information in your area contact:
PVET Institute on 0459 217 765; 02 9418 8953 or email info@pvetinstitute.nsw.edu.au.
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PAYMENT METHOD
PVET Institute does not require payment to be made upfront in full. Students will be able to pay as they progress through the course.

DELIVERY

COURSE
COST

ENROLMENT AND 1
INSTALMENT

2ND INSTALMENT

FINAL INSTALMENT

FACE TO FACE

$3,280

$1,500

$890

$890

SMALL GROUP

$2,980

$1,500

$740

$740

1st INSTALMENT*: Payment due for course registration- covers enrolment and first session with trainer.
2nd INSTALMENT*: Payment due after first 2 sessions with trainer.
3rd INSTALMENT*: Payment due at completion of 16 hours training - covers final training and assessments (total 24 hours).
*Once training has commenced instalments are non-refundable.

PAYMENT OPTIONS: Bank Deposit or Credit Card Payment.

TRAINERS AND ASSESSORS
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Peter M – Lane Cove, Sydney
Early in his career, Peter worked in the fields of electronic engineering and computers. He has been production and sales manager
in a number of electronic and computer companies; some of his strengths are in the areas of staff training. In the late 1980's Peter
moved from engineering, working as an employer, to self-employment.
His keen desire to continue in the areas of training led him to start a Driving School, hence he established Peters Driving School and
North Shore Driving School, to train novice drivers. Over the years, the driving school expanded and for the need of quality trainers
for his school, he sought to expand the driving school to include training for driving instructors. At this point, the company that
Peter owned was called North Shore Peters Driving School. Peter established PVET Institute with the intention of providing new
driving instructors with the skills and knowledge to teach young people safe driving for life.

Sherif A – Blacktown, Sydney
Sherif completed Bachelor of Civil Engineering in 1984. In 2003, he successfully completed Induction Training in Occupational Health
and Safety (now WHS) and in 2005 obtained Certificate IV in Business Management. Sherif currently holds the Certificate IV in
Driving Instruction and is a qualified Driving Instructor and Senior Trainer for the Driving Instructor course.

Michael C – Gosford (Central Coast), NSW
Michael has been a professional driving instructor and trainer within the industry for 20 years and has extensive knowledge of the
industry. He has worked with many established driver training businesses and is regarded as one of the most professional and
knowledgeable trainers in the industry.

Zoe H – Five Dock, Sydney
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Zoe has an extremely professional approach to training. Zoe has extensive experience in the Medical Science field. She has the
latest qualification as an approved Driving Instructor as well as TAA and TAE Training and Assessment qualifications.
She is very passionate and confident with her teaching as she has previous teaching experience. She continues to be actively
involved with the Keys2Drive program of the Australian Automobile Association (AAA) and further training to improve her license
and professional driving experiences.

Sam F – Hurstville, Sydney
Sam is a dedicated and committed trainer who goes the extra mile to ensure trainees receive professional training. He has vast
experience in training and teaching safe driving to young people. He has owned and operated his own driving school on the
Sunshine Coast and now operates in Sydney’s South.

Damian H – Coffs Harbour (North Coast), NSW
Damian has a Bachelor of Education (Physical Education) and has taught for 17 years holding a number of coordinator positions.
These involved coaching sports, teaching road safety and drug and alcohol education. He has also marked the Higher School
Certificate for the past 5 years.

From 1990-1994 he was the Northern NSW Development Manager for the NSW Australian Football League. His duties included
promotion, coaching, conducting school clinics and resource development. Currently, he runs Coast Driver Training in Coffs
Harbour. He is also a member of the Australian Driver Trainers Association (ADTA).

Nick W – Newcastle, Hunter Valley and Central Coast, NSW
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Nick is an enthusiastic, professional & competent instructor who has had a diverse range of experiences in the engineering industry
across Australia. Throughout this time, Nick has completed several qualifications including a mechanical trade, Certificate IV in
Training & Assessment & Certificate IV in Transport & Logistics.
Nick has been working with and mentoring year 11 & 12 students within the VET High School education system, focusing on trade
preparation and is accustomed to how young people think and learn. The job satisfaction received from helping young people learn
and develop invaluable life skills is the reason Nick decided to engage in driver education and training. Nick is passionate about road
safety and as a motorcyclist, heavy vehicle and light vehicle operator he appreciates the need for all drivers to be knowledgeable,
low risk drivers.

Anne – Sydney, NSW
With extensive professional experience in major international events, operations management and logistics, Anne is highly
regarded, having trained thousands of staff to delivery high quality services, safely and accurately.
Anne is a very passionate and enthusiastic Driving Instructor trainer with qualifications in Training and Assessment, Work Health
and Safety and Transport and Logistics. Anne is a Graduate of the Australia Institute of Company Director, a member of the
Australian Driver Trainers Association (ADTA) and is keen to support Instructors as they establish their own driving school as a
sustainable, flexible new career.
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HOW TO OBTAIN YOUR DRIVING INSTRUCTOR LICENCE
To obtain a driving instructor’s licence, you must meet the standard criteria below:






Be at least 21 years old.
Held a full driver licence (not learner, provisional, probationary or restricted) of the relevant class for at least 3 years during
the four-year period immediately prior to your application for an instructor’s licence.
You’ve been authorised by Roads and Maritime Services to undertake an approved course in driving instruction (Received an
RMS Eligibility Letter)
You have a minimum standard of Level 3 of the Australian Core Skills Framework (ACSF). (Reading, writing, numeracy)

ELIGIBILITY LETTER APPLICATION PROCESS
The process consists of 3 steps in order to qualify for a driver trainer course:
1. Documents and checks
2. Tests (theory and practical)
3. Letter of eligibility
More information on how and where to obtain these documents, tests and letter of eligibility, please visit the RMS Website:
https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/transaction/apply-driving-instructors-licence
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BREAKDOWN OF APPLICATION PROCESS
1. DOCUMENTS AND CHECKS
You’ll need to obtain and provide to the RMS:
• A completed driving instructor application form
• A completed medical check stating that you’re fit to drive (this is part of the application form)
• Provide a Working with Children Check number and expiry date
• Two specimen signatures
• Four colour passport-sized photos

2. RMS TESTS
You’ll need to:
• Pass an extended knowledge test on road rules (90 questions)
• Driving Instructor applicants: Pass a driving test with a 95% pass rate. You must pass the driving test before you’re issued a
letter of eligibility. If you undertake the test in an automatic vehicle, your driving instructor licence will have a condition
allowing you to teach in an automatic vehicle only.

3. RMS ELIGIBILITY LETTER
When all documents are provided, checks completed and you’ve passed the required tests, the Roads and Maritime Service
(RMS) will issue a letter of eligibility. You cannot commence TLI41221 Certificate IV in Driving Instruction (Road Transport Car
Driving Instruction) unless you hold a current letter of eligibility.
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Please note: Obtaining these documents before the course, and your instructors license after the course, will involve some costs such
as the below* (as of June 2021)

Medical Check

Subject to GP fees

Police Interview

No longer required

Working with Children Check

$80 for 5-year term

RMS Extended Knowledge Test

$46 (excl. merchant fees)

RMS Practical Driving Test

$57 (excl. merchant fees)

Instructor License (after course)

$182 for 5-year term

*Prices subject to change
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COURSE CONTENT
TLI41221 Certificate IV in Transport & Logistics (Road Transport Driving Instruction) course is made up of 12 units of competency.
TLII10005

Apply customer service skills

TLIC3036

Apply safe car driving behaviours

TLIL2060

Complete induction to the transport industry

TLIM0001

Conduct learner driver training

TAEDES401

Design and develop learning programs

TLIM4001

Develop safe car driving behaviours in others

TLIF0025

Follow work health and safety procedures

BSBINS309

Maintain business records

TLIL4009

Manage personal work priorities and professional development

TLIC1051

Operate commercial vehicle

TAEDEL301

Provide work skill instruction

TLIG2007

Work in a socially diverse environment

The course includes 24 face to face hours as well as home study and online assignments.
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ASSIGNMENTS
The training package consists of 8 assessments and assignments. Assessment 1, 7 and 8 are practical driving assessments.
Assessments 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are written theory assignments to be completed on paper or online.

DURATION
The volume of learning for a Certificate IV qualification is 600 nominal hours, including the student’s life experience. Our course
consists of a 4-hour face to face session each week or fortnight, therefore it is a minimum of 6 weeks to complete the course.
If a student has prior professional experience working in relevant fields of transport, they may be eligible for an altered time frame.
Please note that duration may vary according to knowledge, skills and educational background, and assignment completion.

RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
Peters Driving and Training Pty Ltd provides the opportunity for Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) to its students at any time
during the course. Because of the nature of the vocational outcomes it would not be possible for a student to undertake RPL for the
complete qualification as they could not have developed the skills, knowledge and experience as a driving instructor as it is a
licenced occupation.
‘Section 3 Course Structure & Delivery Plan’ in this Training and Assessment Strategy indicates the clusters of units of competency
that are delivered and the topics they relate to. This approach does not support RPL achievement as it would require a
‘discontinuous’ situation to arise. The resultant ‘start and stop’ in delivery sessions would create an inefficient and disruptive
element in the student’s learning.
Credit Transfer is accepted and acknowledged by Peters Driving and Training Pty Ltd. Students are informed, prior to enrolment,
that the clustered nature of the delivery would not enable them to exempt themselves from any learning session and they must
achieve 100% attendance, complete five (5) assignments and three (3) assessments. Nevertheless, if the trainee holds a current
valid driving instructor licence a reduced fee may apply.
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ENROLMENT
Interested in beginning a rewarding career teaching young people low risk driving skills?
Throughout your training it will be our aim to provide a high-quality training experience where you will be equipped
with the skills and knowledge to become, not only a successful driving instructor but also an educator.
Established 2001, PVET Institute has trained more than 1,600 new driving instructors, many of whom successfully
run and operate their own business. Our organisation has operated 2 driving schools in the Sydney North Shore and
Northern Beaches since 1989. We will be able to help with tips and guidance on how to run and operate your own successful business.
Whether you are looking to work for a driving school or start your own, PVET Institute will cater training to your individual needs!

HOW TO ENROL
Once you have obtained your eligibility letter from the RMS, you can follow the steps below to submit your enrolment:
1. Go to: www.pvetinstitute.nsw.edu.au and select Enrolment on the top headings.
2. Select Enrolment Form within the Enrolment tab and complete all details required. Note, you will need to attach a clear copy of
your driver’s licence (front and back) as well as a copy of your Eligibility Letter.
3. Once you complete the Enrolment Form and Submit the form our enrolment team will contact you to progress with course
commence and discuss your individual training needs.
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COMPLAINTS & APPEALS
PVET Institute is committed to upholding a high standard of client satisfaction. If an issue arises, it is the responsibility of the
director to discuss and resolve all disputes with the client.
PVET Institute recognises that differences and grievances can arise from time to time. The quick settlement of these matters is in the
best interest of all parties concerned. Each complaint and/or appeal is dealt with using the complaints and appeals procedure. The
following steps are implemented to ensure this happens:
1. Inform the RTO if you are dissatisfied or have any concerns about our products, services, processes or policies using the complaints
form found on our website.
2. The Director will explore the issue speaking with all parties involved and investigating how the complaint/appeal came about. All
factors are considered, allowing the director to make clear judgement on the conflict.
3. The Director is responsible for resolving all conflicts in a professional manner, satisfying all parties involved to the best of their
ability. As client satisfaction is priority, the director will attempt to resolve conflict to the satisfaction of the client.
4. Following resolution of the conflict, the Director may choose to follow up resolved disputes to assure each party involved is
satisfied.
If you are not satisfied with the resolution we will refer the matter to an independent mediator.
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COURSE REFUNDS & CANCELLATION POLICY
COURSE FEE STRUCTURE AND REFUND POLICY
Course fees are broken up into instalments, with the initial registration fee being non-refundable.
The 1st instalment (enrolment fee) covers registration, enrolment, initial course materials, correspondence information
manuals and assignment booklets. It is non-refundable when course materials have been provided. In exceptional
circumstances, at the discretion of the Director, the initial registration fee may be refunded, in part or in full, when all course
material provided have been returned (at the expense of the trainee).
The 2nd instalment must be paid prior to commencing training. It allows for on-road training to commence. This instalment
will cover the first 2-hour sessions (4 hours each session), or a total of 8 hours. Once any applicant begins the session, the
instalment is non-refundable, even if 2 sessions are not completed or if an applicant has completed only one session.
The 3rd instalment must be paid following completion of the first 8 hours face to face training. It allows for commencement
of the third and forth 2-hour sessions (4 hours each session), or a total of 8 hours. Once any applicant begins the session,
the instalment is non-refundable, even if 2 sessions are not completed or if an applicant has completed only one session.
The 4th instalment (final payment) must be paid following completion of the second 8 hours face to face training. It allows
for completion of the total 24 hours on the road training, including 4 hours for the final assessment) Once any applicant
begins the session, the instalment is non-refundable, even if 2 sessions are not completed or if an applicant has completed
only one session.
EXPECTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES
Under exceptional circumstances, a full or partial refund may be given at the discretion of the Director.
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Full refunds will be issued in the unlikely event where course is been cancelled by PVET Institute.
Examples of exceptional circumstances in which refunds will be considered include:
- Being unable to continue due to sudden physical illness, accident and or pregnancy/childbirth.
- Being unable to continue due to mental illness/disability.
- Personal circumstances including family emergencies.
CANCELLATION
If a student wishes to cancel their enrolment prior to beginning the course, an application must be made in writing and
submitted to the Director or RTO Manager. Any course fees the student has paid will be fully refunded, so long as a minimum
of 14 days’ notice is given prior to the start of the course.
If a trainee chooses to cancel their enrolment after course material has been provided to them, they must return it
immediately, at their own expense, to have their refund request considered.
LEARNER RIGHTS
In the unlikely event that PVET Institute closes prior to a student completing the course, a number of steps will be taken.
The student will receive a statement of attainment testamur providing them with details of the units of competency they
have completed thus far. This statement can be used to gain Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) from their next training
provider. If a statement of attainment testamur is unable to be provided by PVET Institute, students will have access to their
assignments and feedback to submit to their new training provider for an RPL.
A full or partial refund will be given to the student at the discretion of the Director, dependent on the amount of training
that has been completed at the time of closure.
A list of other RTO’s that provide the training packages can be provided to the student to follow up independently. More
information on RTO closures can be found at: www.asqa.gov.au/students/provider-closures
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CODE OF PRACTICE
PVET Institute will:
1. Adopt policies and management practices that maintain high professional standards in the delivery of education and training

services.
2. Maintain a learning environment that is conducive to the success of all students. The learning environment will provide adequate

facilities.
3. Provide adequate facilities and use methods and materials appropriate to the learning needs of the student.
4. Monitor and assess the performance, attendance and progress of all trainees and students.
5. Ensure responsibility for the issuance of AQF certification documentation.
6. Be responsible for compliance of training and/or assessment.
7. Provide all students with fair treatment and processes, for dealing with appeals and complaints.
8. Ensure that all employees, contractors and sub-contractors abide by all policies of PVET Institute, are suitably qualified, and

sensitive to the need of the students and trainees.
9. Provide training for employees, contractors and sub-contractors as appropriate.
10. Advertise and market training and education services ethically, clearly and accurately, without ambiguity or misinformation, and

in accordance with the requirements of the Standards for Registered Training Organisations 2015.
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11. Refund all trainees and students in accordance with relevant legislation when unable to provide agreed services.
12. Supply accurate, up to date information to all potential and actual trainees and students. All information given to trainees and

students will be regularly reviewed to ensure accuracy.
13. Ensure that all recruitment of and dealings with trainees and students is in accordance with equal opportunities legislation and

equity principles
14. Carry out all assessment fairly, and in accordance with National Assessment Principles (including RPL) and the assessment

guidelines set out by the relevant industry/ Training Packages developer
15. Provide all trainees and students with a copy of its Code of Practice.
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TESTIMONIALS
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WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR

Stop thinking about it…
Start doing.
Contact PVET Institute to start your journey to work / life balance, flexibility and a
rewarding new career.

Ph: 02 9418 8953
E: info@pvetinstitute.nsw.edu.au
www.pvetinstitute.nsw.edu.au

We look forward to guiding you on your learning journey.
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DISCLAIMER
The views expressed in the training materials and course presentations do not necessarily represent the views of the Institute. Whilst all care is taken in
providing training services, PVET Institute does not accept any liability for the use made by the client or its employees or agents of any training products.
This publication does not purport to be legal advice and is provided as a general guide only. Some information may be superseded by changes of law or
training packages or policy. Every precaution has been taken in the preparation of this manual. PVET Institute takes no responsibility for errors or omissions.
Neither is any liability assumed for damages resulting from the use of the information contained herein. These training materials have been prepared for
use as part of a structured Vocational Education and Training Course shown only by use within this context. These training materials have been prepared for
use in a structured Vocational Education and Training Course run by PVET Institute. The materials contained within this publication are intended for use
within the structure of the course. Course fee, terms and duration may vary or change without notice. PVET Institute will take no liability for any damages
or loss resulting in course fee, terms or duration changes.

RTO REGISTERED NAME: PETERS DRIVING AND TRAINING PTY LTD, OPERATING UNDER PVET INSTITUTE
RTO CODE: 90753
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